Figure 6 illustrates the impact of
men’s and women’s differing rates of
promotion on the gender ratio
among full professors during the last
decade. In the 1995–96 academic
year, there were approximately seven
men full professors for every woman
full professor at doctoral universities.
This year, there are fewer than four
men full professors for every woman
full professor. Between 1995–96 and
2008–09, master’s degree universities and baccalaureate colleges both
improved their records in promoting
women: the ratio of male to female
full professors dropped during the
period by half, from four men for
each woman to just over two.
Women have experienced the greatest levels of equity in full professor
rank at community colleges. In the
1995–96 academic year, there were
two men full professors for each

woman full professor in community
colleges. Thirteen years later, women
have achieved virtual parity with
men.
The good news here is that
women are achieving greater rates
of success in moving up the faculty
career ladder. The sad news is that
more than thirty-five years after sex
discrimination in graduate education was made unlawful, women
have achieved parity with their male
peers at the highest academic ranks
only in community colleges. Women
can succeed in the senior faculty
ranks, but substantial impediments
to their advancement still exist.
Conclusion
The U.S. economy is experiencing its
worst contraction in twenty-six
years. President Obama has characterized the current economic situa-

tion as a “continuing disaster.”
Although higher education has
sometimes benefited from minor
economic downturns that raise
college enrollments without producing substantial declines in other
sources of revenue, the current situation is an economic “tsunami” for
academia.
Academia is a low-lying island
amid the current economic turbulence. Yet even in this difficult situation, spending priorities must reflect
our institutional mission to provide
a societal benefit. Like the larger
economy, we are on the brink, and
it will be critically important for
faculty members to participate fully
in the difficult budget decisions to
come. They must insist on full
access to information, and take a
critical look at claims about the
need for immediate actions that will
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